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For a bounded linear injection C on a Banach space X and a closed linear
 .  .operator A : D A ; X ª X which commutes with C we prove that 1 the
 .  .  .  .abstract Cauchy problem, u0 t s Au t , t g R, u 0 s Cx, u9 0 s Cy, has a
 .  .  2 .unique strong solution for every x, y g D A if and only if 2 A s A N D A1
  . . generates a C -cosine function on X D A with the graph norm , if and only if,1 1
.  .in case A has nonempty resolvent set 3 A generates a C-cosine function on X.
Here C s C N X . Under the assumption that A is densely defined and Cy1AC s1 1
 .  .A, statement 3 is also equivalent to each of the following statements: 4 the
 .  .  . t  .  .  .problem ¨ 0 t s A¨ t q C x q ty q H Cg r dr, t g R, ¨ 0 s ¨ 9 0 s 0, has a0
1  .  .unique strong solution for every g g L and x, y g X ; 5 the problem w0 t sl o c
 .  .  .  .Aw t q Cg t , t g R, w 0 s Cx, w9 0 s Cy, has a unique weak solution for every
g g L1 and x, y g X. Finally, as an application, it is shown that for any boundedl o c
operator B which commutes with C and has range contained in the range of C,
A q B is also a generator. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
5 5  .Let X be a Banach space with norm ? , and let B X be the set of all
bounded linear operators from X into itself. Consider the abstract Cauchy
 .problem ACP ,
u0 t s Au t q f t , t g R , .  .  .
ACP f ; x , y . u 0 s x , u9 0 s y , .  .
 .where A : D A ; X ª X is a closed linear operator and f is an X-valued
function on R. A function u: R ª X is called a strong solution of
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 .  .  .ACP f ; x, y if u is twice continuously differentiable, u t g D A for
 .t g R, and satisfies ACP f ; x, y . In the case where A is densely defined,
 .u is called a weak solution of ACP f ; x, y if u is continuous, and for every
 .   . :  .  . :x* g D A* the functions u t , x* and drdt u t , x* are absolutely
continuous and satisfy
¡ 2d
 :u t , x* .2dt~  :  :s u t , A*x* q f t , x* , a.e. t g R , .  .
d
 :  :u 0 s x , u t , x* N s y , x* . .  .¢ ts0dt
The ACP is closely related to the theory of cosine operator functions
 w x.see 2, 3, 9, 12 . Its connection with the recently introduced n-times
w xintegrated C-cosine functions has been studied in 7, 10, 11, 6 .
  . 4  .By definition, a family C t ; t g R in B X is called a C-cosine function
if
S ? x : 0, ` ª X is continuous for each x g X . 1.1 . .  .
C t q s C q C t y s C s 2C t C s .  .  .  .
for all t , s g R and C 0 s C. 1.2 .  .
 .C ? is said to be exponentially bounded if
5 5 w < t <there are M G 0 and w g R such that C t F Me for all t g R . .
1.3 .
Throughout this paper we assume that C is injective. In this case, one can
 .define the generator A of a C-cosine function C ? by
¡ y2D A s x g X ; lim 2h C h x y Cx g R C .  .  . . 5
hª0~ 1.4 .
y1 y2Ax s C lim 2h C h x y Cx for x g D A . .  . .¢
hª0
It is known that the generator A is closed and has the properties,
Cy1AC s A; 1.5 .
C t A ; AC t for t g R; 1.6 .  .  .
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t
S s x ds g D A and .  .H
0
t
A S s x ds s C t x y Cx for x g X , t G 0, 1.7 .  .  .H
0
 . t  .  w x.where S t s H C s ds see 6, Proposition 1.2 .0
w x  .In 6 it is proved that if A is the generator of a C-cosine function C ? ,
 .  .then the ACP 0; x, y has a unique strong solution for every pair x, y of
  ..  .initial values from C D A ; in case C ? is exponentially bounded, one
  ..  .y1  .can replace C D A by the generally larger set l y A C X . Con-
 .  .y1 .versely, if A is a closed linear operator such that R C ; D l y A
 .for some real number l and A commutes with C, and if ACP 0; x, 0 has a
 .y1  .unique strong solution for every initial value x g l y A C X , then
Cy1AC is the generator of a C-cosine function. We also deduced that a
 .closed linear operator A with r A / f is the generator of a C-cosine
 .function if and only if A commutes with C and ACP 0; x, y has a unique
 .   ..strong solution for every pair x, y of initial values in C D A .
w xThis paper can be viewed as a continuation of our previous paper 6 .
The main purpose now is to characterize generators of C-cosine functions
in terms of the uniqueness and existence of strong and weak solutions of
some imhomogeneous ACPs. In Section 2 we show that under the assump-
 .tion that A commutes with C the problem ACP 0; Cx, Cy has a unique
 .strong solution for every x, y g D A if and only if A is the generator of1
 .a C -cosine function on X Theorem 2.1 , where X denotes the Banach1 1 1
w  .x  .space D A which is the domain D A of A equipped with the graph
5 5 5 5 5 5norm x s x q Ax , C is the restriction of C to X , and A is the1 1 1 1
 .  2 .  .part of A in X , i.e., D A s D A and A x s Ax for x g D A . The1 1 1 1
generator A is also characterized by the uniqueness and existence of
 t  . .strong solution of ACP Cx q tCy q H Cg r dr; 0, 0 for every g g0
1  .  .L R, X and x, y g X Theorem 2.5 . By applying Theorem 2.5, we shalll oc
 .prove in Section 4 a perturbation theorem Theorem 4.1 . A different
proof of it for exponentially bounded C-cosine functions can be found in
w x11 .
In Section 3, we discuss connections between a generator of C-cosine
function and weak solutions of the associated ACP. Under the assumption
 . y1that C has dense range R C and C AC s A, it is shown that A
 .generates a C-cosine function on X if and only if ACP Cg ; Cx, Cy has a
1  .unique weak solution for every g g L R, X and x, y g X, if and only ifl oc
 .  .for every x, y g D A , ACP 0; Cx, Cy has a unique strong solution which
 .  .depends continuously on x, y g D A Theorem 3.1 . Also a similar
version for an exponentially bounded C-cosine function is formulated in
Theorem 3.2.
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Lastly, we should mention that analogous results for C-semigroups and
w xthe first order Cauchy problem have been obtained in 5 , and that for the
w xspecial case C s I, parts of the results in Section 3 were proved in 4, 9 ,
w xand their semigroup counterparts were proved in 1 .
2. GENERATOR AND STRONG SOLUTIONS
This section is concerned with the connection between a generator A
and strong solutions of the ACP. If A is the generator of a C-cosine
 .function, then the ACP 0; Cx, Cy has a unique strong solution for every x,
 .  w x.y g D A see 6, Theorem 1.5 . In general, the converse is not true.
However, the following theorem shows that the operator A , instead of A,1
is indeed a generator.
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a closed linear operator satisfying
Cx g D A and ACx s CAx for x g D A . 2.1 .  .  .
Then the following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .  .i For e¨ery x, y g D A there exists a unique strong solution of
 .ACP 0; Cx, Cy .
 .  .ii For e¨ery x g D A there exists a unique strong solution of
 .ACP 0; Cx, 0 .
 .iii A is the generator of a C -cosine function on X , where C is the1 1 1 1
restriction of C to X .1
 .  .  .Proof. The implication i « ii is obvious. Assume that ii holds, i.e.,
 .  . 2 .for every x g D A there exists a unique solution u ?; Cx, 0 g C R, X
 .  .  .of ACP 0; Cx, 0 . For x g X , we define C t x s u t; Cx, 0 for t g R. By1 1
 .the uniqueness of solution one can see that C t is a linear operator on1
 .  .  .  .  .X satisfying C 0 s C and C t C s C C t and C yt s C t for all1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
t g R.
To show
C t q s C q C t y s C s 2C t C s , t , s g R , 2.2 .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 1
 .  2 .  2 .we define ¨ t s u t q s; C x, 0 q u t y s; C x, 0 for any x g X s1
 . 2 .   ..  .  2 .D A and t g R. Then ¨ g C R, X l C R, D A , ¨ 0 s 2u s; C x, 0
 .  .s 2Cu s; Cx, 0 , and ¨ 9 0 s 0. Hence ¨ is a solution of ACP
  . .0; 2Cu s; Cx, 0 , 0 . By the uniqueness of solution, we deduce that for all
x g X and t, s g R1
¨ t s u t ; 2Cu s ; Cx , 0 , 0 s 2u t ; Cu s ; Cx , 0 , 0 . .  .  . .  .
 .  .Expressed in terms of C ? , this is precisely identity 2.2 .1
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 .Next, we show that C t is a bounded linear operator on X for all1 1
w x .t g R. Let t ) 0. Consider the linear map h : X ª C 0, t , X given byt 1 1
 .  .  .h x s C ? x s u ?; Cx, 0 . We will show that h is a closed operator. Int 1 t
 .  . w x .fact, let x ª x in X and h x s u ?; Cx , 0 ª ¨ in C 0, t , X . Thenn 1 t n n 1
 . s r  .u s; Cx , 0 s Cx q H H Au t ; Cx , 0 dt dr. Letting n ª ` we obtainn n 0 0 n
 . s r  .  .  < <. < <¨ s s Cx q H H A¨ t dt dr for 0 F s F t. Let ¨ s s C¨ s for 0 F sÄ0 0
 .  < < .  . < <  .F t and ¨ s s S s y t ¨ t for s ) t. Then, by 2.1 one can easily seeÄ 1
 2 .that ¨ is a solution of ACP 0; C x, 0 . The uniqueness of solution impliesÄ
 .  2 .  .  .that ¨ ? ' u ?; C x, 0 s C ? Cx s CC ? x. In particular, for 0 F s F tÄ 1 1
 .  .  . .  . w xwe have C¨ s s ¨ s s Ch x s , and so ¨ s h x on 0, t . We haveÄ t t
shown that h is closed. By the closed graph theorem, h is a continuoust t
w x .  .linear operator from X to C 0, t , X . Since t is arbitrary and C yt s1 1
 .  .C t , this implies that for every t g R, C t is a bounded linear operator1
 . 2w . . w .  ..on X . Moreover, since u ?; Cx g C 0, ` , X l C 0, ` , D A , it fol-1
 . w .  .lows that t ª C t x is continuous from 0, ` into X . Hence C ? is a1 1 1
C -cosine function on X . To prove that A is its generator, we first show1 1 1
that
AC t x s C t Ax for all x g D A2 and t g R . 2.3 .  .  .  .1 1
 . t s  .In fact, let w t s Cx q H H u r ; ACx, 0 dr ds. Then by the closedness of0 0
 .  .  .A and the continuity of function Au ?; ACx, 0 we have w t g D A and
st
w0 t s u t ; ACx , 0 s ACx q Au r ; ACx , 0 dr ds .  .H H
0 0
st
s A Cx q u r ; ACx , 0 dr ds .H H /0 0
s Aw t . .
 .  .  .  .Since w 0 s Cx and w9 0 s 0, it follows that w ? ' u ?; Cx, 0 . Hence
 .by 2.1 we have
AC t x s Au t ; Cx , 0 s Aw t s u t ; ACx , 0 .  .  .  .1
s u t ; CAx , 0 s C t Ax , .  .1
 .   . 4which is 2.3 . Now denote by B the generator of C t ; t g R . For1
 .  . y2   . .x g D A we have by ACP 0; Cx, 0 , lim 2h C h x y Cx s ACx shª 0 1
 .  2 .  .CAx. Furthermore, if x g D A s D A , then by 2.2 ,1
lim 2hy2A C h x y C x s lim 2hy2 C h Ax y CAx .  . .  .1 1 1
hª0 hª0
s ACAx s AC A x1 1
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y2   . .in the norm of X. Hence lim 2h C h x y C x s C A x in thehª 0 1 1 1 1
 .norm of X for x g D A . This shows that A ; B. In order to show the1 1 1
 . y2   . .converse, let x g D B . Then lim 2h C h x y C x s C Bx in thehª 0 1 1 1
norm of X, so that CAx s CBx. But C being injective, it follows that
 .  2 .  .Ax s Bx g X s D A . Thus x g D A s D A .1 1
 .  .iii « i . Assume that A is the generator of a strongly continuous1
  . 4  .  .C -cosine function C t ; t g R on X , let x g D A , and set u t s1 1 1
 .  .  . t  .   ..C t x q S t y, where S t s H C s ds. Then, u g C R, D A and Au1 1 1 0 1
 . t s  .  .g C R, X . Since A is closed we have H H u r dr ds g D A and0 0
t s  . t s  .  .A H H u r dr ds s H H Au r dr ds. Moreover iii implies that0 0 0 0
t s  . t s  .  .H H C r x dr ds, H H S r x dr ds g D A , and0 0 1 0 0 1 1
s s st t t
A u r dr ds s A C r x dr ds q S r y dr ds .  .  .H H H H H H1 1 1 /0 0 0 0 0 0
s C t x y C x q S t y y tC y s u t y C x q ty . .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1
 .  . t s  . 2 .Consequently, u t s C x q ty q H H Au r dr ds. Hence u g C R, X1 0 0
 .  .  .and u0 t s Au t . Thus u is a solution of ACP 0; Cx, Cy . In order to
 .show the uniqueness, assume that u is a solution of ACP 0; 0, 0 . We have
 . t s  .to show that u ' 0. Let ¨ t s H H u r dr ds. Then as shown above0 0
 .  .  . t s  . t s  .  .¨ t g D A and A¨ t s H H Au r dr ds s H H u0 r dr ds s u t g0 0 0 0
 .  .  2 .  .D A . Consequently, ¨ t g D A s D A for all t G 0. Moreover,1
 .  .  .  2 2 .  .  .  . 2  .¨ 0 t s u t s A¨ t and d rdt A¨ t s u0 t s A¨ 0 t s A ¨ t . Thus
2 .  2 2 .  .  .  .  .¨ g C R, X and X - d rdt ¨ t s A ¨ t . Since ¨ 0 s 0 and ¨ 9 0 s1 1 1
 .  .  .0, it follows that ¨ t s C t 0 q S t 0 s 0. Thus u ' ¨ ' 0.1 1
 .THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a closed linear operator satisfying condition 2.1 .
Then the following assertions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .i For e¨ery x, y g D A , the problem ACP 0; Cx, Cy has a unique
 . 5  .5 5  .5strong solution u t; Cx, Cy such that u t; Cx, 0 and u0 t; Cx, 0 are
 w t.O e as t ª `.
 .  .  .ii For e¨ery x, y g D A , the problem ACP 0; Cx, Cy has a unique
 . 5  .  .5strong solution u t; Cx, Cy such that u t q s; 0, Cy y u t; 0, Cy F
w < tqs < < < 5  .  .5 w < tqs < < <Ke s and u0 t q s; 0, Cy y u0 t; 0, Cy F Ke s for all t, s g R.
 .  .  .iii For each x g D A , the problem ACP 0; Cx, 0 has a unique
 . 5  .5 5  .5strong solution u t; Cx, 0 such that u t; Cx, 0 and u0 t; Cx, 0 are
 w t.O e as t ª `.
 .iv A is the generator of an exponentially bounded C -cosine function1 1
  . 4 5  .5 w < t <C t ; t g R on X with C t F Me for t g R.11 1 1
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 .  .  .  .Proof. The implications iv « i and iv « ii follow from the proof
of Theorem 2.1, and the fact that
u t ; Cx , 0 s C t x , u t ; 0, Cy s S t y , .  .  .  .1 1
5 5 w < t <and C t F Me . 2.4 .  .11
 .  .  .  .In order to show ii « iv and iii « iv , by Theorem 2.1 it suffices to
  . 4  .show that the family C t ; t G 0 as defined in 2.4 is exponentially1
 .  .  .bounded in B X . From either condition ii or condition iii we deduce1
5 yw t  . 5that sup e C t x - `.1t G 0 1
w xCombining Theorem 2.1 with Corollary 2.2 in 6 we obtain the following
result.
COROLLARY 2.3. Let A be a closed linear operator with nonempty resol-
¨ent set. The following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .  .i A is the generator of a C-cosine function C ? on X.
 .  .ii Condition 2.1 holds and A is the generator of a C -cosine1 1
 .function C ? on X .1 1
 .  .  .iii Condition 2.1 holds and ACP 0; Cx, Cy has a unique strong
 .solution for e¨ery x, y g D A .
 .  .  .iv Condition 2.1 holds and ACP 0; Cx, 0 has a unique strong
 .solution for e¨ery x g D A .
 .  .Moreo¨er, C ? is the restriction of C ? to X .1 1
Remark. In particular, Corollary 2.3 asserts that under the condition
 .CA ; AC and r A / B, A generates a C-cosine function on X if and
 .  .only if ACP 0; Cx, Cy has a unique strong solution for every x, y g D A .
It will be seen in Theorem 3.1 that the same conclusion holds under the
y1condition D A s X and C AC s A. .
w xSimilarly we can deduce from Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.4 of 6 the
next corollary.
COROLLARY 2.4. Let A be a closed linear operator with nonempty resol-
¨ent set. The following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i A is the generator of an exponentially bounded C-cosine function
  . 4 5  .5 w < t <C t : t g R on X with C t F Me , t g R.
 .  .ii Condition 2.1 holds and A is the generator of an exponentially1
  . 4 5  .5 w < t <bounded C -cosine function C t ; t g R on X with C t F Me ,11 1 1 1
t g R.
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 .  .  .  .iii Condition 2.1 holds and for e¨ery x, y g D A , ACP 0; Cx, Cy
 . 5  .5has a unique strong solution u ?; Cx, Cy such that u t; Cx, 0 and
5  .5  w t.u0 t; Cx, 0 are O e as t ª `.
 .  .  .  .iv Condition 2.1 holds and for e¨ery x, y g D A , ACP 0; Cx, Cy
 . 5  .has a unique strong solution u t; Cx, Cy such that u t q s; 0, Cy y
 .5 w < tqs < < < 5  .  .5 w < tqs < < <u t; 0, Cy F Ke s and u0 t q s; 0, Cy y u0 t; 0, Cy F Ke s
for all t, s g R.
 .  .  .  .v Condition 2.1 holds and for e¨ery x g D A , ACP 0; Cx, 0 has a
 . 5  .5 5  .5unique strong solution u ?; Cx, 0 such that u t; Cx, 0 and u0 t; Cx, 0
 w t.are O e as t ª `.
THEOREM 2.5. Let C be a bounded linear injection on X and A be a
closed linear operator satisfying Cy1AC s A. Then the following statements
are equi¨ alent.
 .  .i A is the generator of a C-cosine function C ? on X.
 .  t  . .ii The problem ACP Cx q tCy q H Cg r dr; 0, 0 has a unique0
 t  . . 1  .strong solution u t; Cx q tCy q H Cg r dr, 0, 0 for e¨ery g g L R, X0 l oc
and x, y g X.
 .ii9 The integral equation
st t
¨ t s A ¨ r dr ds q Cx q tCy q Cg r dr 2.5 .  .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
 . 1  .has a unique solution ¨ g C R; X for e¨ery g g L R, X and x, y g X.l oc
 .  .iii The problem ACP Cx q tCy; 0, 0 has a unique strong solution
 .u ?; Cx q tCy, 0, 0 for e¨ery x, y g X.
 .  .iv The problem ACP Cx; 0, 0 has a unique strong solution
 .u ?; Cx, 0, 0 for e¨ery x, y g X.
 .  .  . t  .  .In this case, we ha¨e ¨ t s C t x q S t y q H C t y s g s ds and0
 t  . . t s  .u t; Cx q tCy q H Cg r dr, 0, 0 s H H ¨ r dr ds for t g R. Moreo¨er,0 0 0
 . 5  .5  w < t <. < <C ? is exponentially bounded if and only if u9 t; Cx, 0, 0 s O e t ª
.` for e¨ery x, y g X.
 .  t  . .Proof. Note that by setting ¨ t s u0 t; Cx q tCy q H Cg r dr, 0, 0 ,0
 .  .one easily sees that statement ii is equivalent to ii9 .
 .  .  t  .i « ii . The uniqueness of solution of ACP Cx q tCy q H Cg r dr;0
.  .0, 0 follows from the fact that u ' 0 is the unique solution of ACP 0; 0, 0 .
 . t s w  .  . xIn view of 1.7 , we easily see that H H C r x q S r y dr ds is a solution0 0
 .  . t s r of ACP Cx q tCy; 0, 0 . We next show that u t s H H H C r y0 0 0
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.  .  t  . .  .t g t dt dr ds satisfies ACP H Cg r dr; 0, 0 . Using 1.7 and the closed-0
ness of A we have
s rt
Au t s A C r y t g t dt dr ds .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
s st
s A C r y t g t dr dt ds .  .H H H
0 0 r
s syrt
s A C r g t dr dt ds .  .H H H
0 0 0
st
s A S s y t g t dt ds .  .H H
0 0
t t t tyt
s A S s y t g t ds dt s A S s g t ds dt .  .  .  .H H H H
0 t 0 0
t t
s C t y t g t y Cg t dt s u0 t y Cg t dt . .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
 t  . . Hence the unique solution of ACP Cx q tCy q H Cg r dr; 0, 0 is u t; Cx0
t  . . t s w  .  . r  .  . xqtCyqH Cg r dr, 0, 0 sH H C r xqS r yqH C ryt g t dt dr ds,0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  . t  .  .and the solution of 2.5 is ¨ t s C t x q S t y q H C t y s g s ds.0
 .  .  .ii « iii « iv . This is obvious.
 .  .iv « i . Assume that for every x g X there exists a unique solution
 .  .  .  .u ?; Cx, 0, 0 of ACP Cx; 0, 0 . We define C t x s u0 t; Cx, 0, 0 for x g X,
 .  .  .t g R. C ? x is strongly continuous and C 0 x s u0 0; Cx, 0, 0 s
 .Au 0; Cx, 0, 0 q Cx s Cx for x g X. By the uniqueness one can see that
 .  2 .  .C t is a linear operator on X and u ?; C x, 0, 0 s Cu ?; Cx, 0, 0 ,
 .  .  .  .u yt; Cx, 0, 0 s u t; Cx, 0, 0 , and u9 yt; Cx, 0, 0 s yu9 t; Cx, 0, 0 . Us-
 .  .ing the above identities we now show that C t q s C q C t y s C s
 .  .  .  .w C t C s for t, s g R. For any fixed x g X and s G 0 let w t s 1r2 u t
2 .  2 .x  2 .  .q s; C x, 0, 0 q u t y s; C x, 0, 0 y u s; C x, 0, 0 , t g R. Then w 0 s
0,
1
2 2w9 t N s u9 t q s ; C x , 0, 0 q u9 t y s ; C x , 0, 0 N .  .  .ts0 ts02
1








2 2 2 2s Au t q s ; C x , 0, 0 q C x q Au t y s ; C x , 0, 0 q C x .  .
2
s Aw t q Au s ; C 2 x , 0, 0 q C 2 x s Aw t q u0 s ; C 2 x , 0, 0 .  .  .  .
s Aw t q Cu0 s ; Cx , 0, 0 . .  .
 .   . .By the uniqueness of solution we have w t s u t; Cu0 s; Cx, 0, 0 , 0, 0 , so
that
1
C t q s Cx q C t y s Cx .  .
2
1
2 2s u0 t q s ; C x , 0, 0 q u0 t y s ; C x , 0, 0 .  .
2
s w0 t s u0 t ; Cu0 s ; Cx , 0, 0 , 0, 0 .  . .
s C t u0 s ; Cx , 0, 0 s C t C s x . .  .  .  .
 .Next, we show that C t is a bounded linear operator on X for all
w x .t g R. For arbitrary t ) 0, we consider the linear map h : X ª C 0, t , Xt
 .  .  .defined by h x s C ? x s u0 ?; Cx, 0, 0 . Then the operator h is bounded.t t
Indeed, by the closed graph theorem, we will show that h is a closedt
 .  .  .operator. Let x ª x in X and h x s C ? x s u0 ?; Cx , 0, 0 ª ¨ inn t n n n
w x .  . s r  .  .C 0, t , X . Then u s; Cx , 0, 0 ª H H ¨ t dt dr and Au s; Cx , 0, 0 sn 0 0 n
 .  .u0 s; Cx , 0, 0 y Cx ª ¨ s y Cx. The closedness of A implies thatn n
s r  .  . s r  .  .H H ¨ t dt dr g D A and A H H ¨ t dt dr s ¨ s y Cx for all 0 F s0 0 0 0
 . s r  . < <  . F t. We set ¨ s s C H H ¨ t dt dr for 0 F s F t and ¨ s s u s yÄ Ä0 0
 . .  . < <  .  .  .t; C¨ t , 0, 0 q ¨ t for s G t. Then by 2.1 we have ¨ 0 s s C¨ s sÄ Ä
 s r  . .  . 2 < <C A H H ¨ t dt dr q Cx s A¨ s q C x for 0 F s F t, andÄ0 0
¨ 0 s s u0 s y t ; C¨ t , 0, 0 s Au s y t ; C¨ t , 0, 0 q C¨ t .  .  .  . .  .Ä
s A¨ s y A¨ t q ¨ 0 t .  .  .Ä Ä Ä
s A¨ s q C 2 x .Ä
 .  2 .for s G t. Now the uniqueness of solution implies ¨ s s u s; C x, 0, 0 sÄ
 .  .  .  .Cu s; Cx, 0, 0 and hence ¨ s s u0 s; Cx, 0, 0 s h x for all 0 F s F t.t
 .We have shown that h is closed. Since t ) 0 is arbitrary and C ? is ant
 .even function, this implies the continuity of S t on X for all t g R.
 .Hence C ? is a C-cosine function on X.
 .We now prove that A is the generator of C ? . Let B be the generator
 .  .  . t s  .of C ? . Let x g D A and consider w t s H H u r ; CAx, 0, 0 dr ds q0 0
 . 2  .  .1r2 t Cx for t g R. Since u0 s; CAx, 0, 0 s Au s; CAx, 0, 0 q CAx s
  . .A u s; CAx, 0, 0 q Cx , taking integration twice we obtain that
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 .  .  . t s  .u s; CAx, 0, 0 s Aw s for s g R, so that w t s H H Aw r dr ds q0 0
 . 2  .  .1r2 t Cx and w0 t s Aw t q Cx for t g R. The uniqueness of solution
 .  .  .  .  .shows w t s u t; Cx, 0, 0 . Therefore C t x s u0 t; Cx, 0, 0 s w0 t s
 . y2   . .  .qu t, CAx, 0, 0 q Cx and lim 2 t C t x y Cx s u0 0; CAx, 0, 0 st ª 0
 .  .CAx g R C . This means that x g D B and Bx s Ax, which shows A ; B.
 . y2  .To show the converse, let x g D B . Then 2 t Au t; Cx, 0, 0 s
y2w  . x y2w  . x y22 t u0 t; Cx, 0, 0 y Cx s 2 t C t x y Cx ª CBx. Since 2 t u
 .  .  .t; Cx, 0, 0 ª u0 0; Cx, 0, 0 s Cx, the closedness of A implies Cx g D A
 y1 .  . y1and ACx s CBx. Hence x g D C AC s D A and Ax s C ACx s Bx.
It follows that A s B.
3. GENERATOR AND WEAK SOLUTIONS
In this section we assume that C has dense range and Cy1AC s A. A
characterization of generators of C-cosine functions in terms of unique
 .existence of weak solutions of ACP Cg ; Cx, Cy for all x, y g X, and of
 .  .strong solutions of ACP 0; Cx, Cy for all x, y g D A is given by the
following theorem. Note that for the special case C s I, parts of the
w xtheorem were proved in 4, 9 .
THEOREM 3.1. Let C be an injection with dense range and A be a closed
linear operator such that Cy1AC s A. Then the following statements are
equi¨ alent:
 .  .i A generates a C-cosine function C ? on X.
 . 1  .ii A is densely defined, and for e¨ery g g L R, X and x, y g Xl oc
 .the problem ACP Cg ; Cx, Cy has a unique weak solution u, i.e., u g
 .  .   . :   . :C R, X and for all x* g D A* , u ? , x* and drdt u ? , x* are abso-
lutely continuous and u satisfies
¡ 2d
 :u t , x* .2dt~  :  : 3.1 .s u t , A*x* q Cg t , x* a.e. t g R , .  .
d
 :  :u 0 s Cx , u t , x* N s Cy , x* . .  .¢ ts0dt
 . 1  .iii A is densely defined, and for e¨ery g g L R, X and x g X thel oc
 .problem ACP Cg ; Cx, 0 has a unique weak solution u.
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 .iv A is densely defined, and for e¨ery x, y g X the problem
 .  .ACP 0; Cx, Cy has a unique weak solution w, i.e., w g C R, X and for all
 .   . :x* g D A* , u ? , x* is twice differentiable and satisfies
¡ 2d
 :  :w t , x* s w t , A*x* , t g R , .  .2dt~ 3.2 .
d
 :  :w 0 s Cx , w t , x* N s Cy , x* . .  .¢ ts0dt
 .v A is densely defined, and for e¨ery x g X the problem
 .ACP 0; Cx, 0 has a unique weak solution w.
 .  .  .vi A is densely defined, and for e¨ery x, y g D A , ACP 0; Cx, Cy
 .has a unique strong solution u ?; Cx, Cy which depends continuously on x and
 4  4  .   .4y, i.e., if x and y are Cauchy sequences in D A , then u ?; Cx , Cy isn n n n
uniformly Cauchy on compact subsets of R.
 .  .  .vii A is densely defined, and for e¨ery x g D A , ACP 0; Cx, 0 has a
 .  4unique strong solution u ?; Cx, 0 which depends continuously on x, i.e., if xn
 .   .4is a Cauchy sequence in D A , then u ?; Cx , 0 is uniformly Cauchy onn
compact subsets of R.
 .  .   . 4Proof. i « ii . Let A generate the C-cosine function C t ; t g R .
 .  .  w x.Since C has dense range and R C ; D A see 6, Proposition 1.2 ,
 .  .  .D A is dense in X too. For all x g X and x* g D A* we have, by 1.7 ,
t :  :C t x , x* s Cx , x* q A S s x ds, x* .  .H ;
0




 :  :C t x , x* s S t x , A*x* , .  .
dt
d2
 :  :C t x , x* s C t x , A*x* . .  .2dt
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w . .  .  .  .We first consider the case that g g C 0, ` , X . Let u t s C t x q S t y
t  .  .  .  .q H S t y s g s ds for x, y g X and t g R. Then u g C R, X , u 0 s0
Cx,
d
 :u t , x* .
dt




 :  :  :u t , x* s C t x , A*x* q S t y , A*x* .  .  .2dt
t :  :q S t y s g s , A*x* ds q Cg t , x* , .  .  .H
0
  . :  .so that u t , x* is twice differentiable for all t g R and satisfies 3.1 .
1  .  .Next, let g g L R, X . For any T ) 0 we can choose g g C R, Xl oc n
1w x .such that g ª g in L yT , T , X . Definen
t








5 5 5 5 5 5u t y u t F sup S s g s y g s ds .  .  .  .  .Hn n
0 w xsg 0, T
< <  .  . w xfor all t F T , so that u t ª u t uniformly for t g yT , T , and so u isn
w x  .continuous on yT , T . As shown above, we have for each x* g D A* ,
d2
 :  :  :u t , x* s u t , A*x* q Cg t , x* , t ) 0, .  .  .n n n2dt
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 .   . :  :u 0 s Cx, and drdt u t , x* N s Cy, x* . By integration, we haven n ts0
 :  :u t , x* y C x q ty , x* .  .n
s st t :  :s u r , A*x* dr ds q Cg r , x* dr ds. .  .H H H Hn n
0 0 0 0
w xLetting n ª `, we have for t g yT , T
 :  :u t , x* y C x q ty , x* .  .
s st t :  :s u r , A*x* dr ds q Cg r , x* dr ds, .  .H H H H
0 0 0 0
2 2  . :   . :   . :so that d rdt u t , x* s u t , A*x* q Cg t , x* for almost all t g
w x  .yT , T and all x* g D A* . Since T is arbitrary, we have shown that
 .  .u g C R, X and satisfies 3.1 for almost all t g R. To prove the unique-
 .   . :ness, let ¨ be another solution of 3.1 and let w s u y ¨ . Then w t , x*
 t s  . :  .s H H w r dr ds, A*x* for all x* g D A* , t g R. This implies that0 0
 . t s  .  .  .  .  .y t s H H w r dr ds belongs to D A and Ay t s w t s y0 t . Since0 0
 .  .y 0 s y9 0 s 0 we must have y ' 0 and hence u ' ¨ .
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .The implications ii « iii « v , ii « iv « v , and vi « vii are
obvious.
 .  .  .v « i . For x g X let the function w ?; Cx, 0 be the unique weak
 .  .solution of ACP 0; Cx, 0 and define for t g R the map C t : X ª X by
 .  .  .  .C t x s w t; Cx, 0 for x g X. Then C ? x g C R, X for all x g X. By
 .the uniqueness of solution one easily infers that C t is linear and
 .  .  .  .  .satisfying C 0 s C, C t C s CC t and C yt s C t for all t g R.
To show
C t q s C q C t y s C s 2C t C s , t , s g R , .  .  .  .
 .  .  .we fix any x g X and s g R and define ¨ t s C t q s Cx q C t y s Cx
 2 .  2 . 2 2  . :s w t q s; C x, 0 q w t y s; C x, 0 for t g R. Then d rdt ¨ t , x* s
  . :  .  .  .¨ t , A*x* for all x* g D A* , ¨ 0 s 2C s Cx, and
d d
2 :  :¨ t , x* N s w t q s ; C x , 0 , x* N .  .ts0 ts0dt dt
d
2 :q w t y s ; C x , 0 , x* N . ts0dt
d d
 :  :s C t Cx , x* N q C t Cx , x* N .  .tss tsysdt dt
d d
 :  :s C t Cx , x* N y C t Cx , x* N . .  .tss tssdt dt
s 0.
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  . .That is, ¨ is a weak solution of ACP 0; 2C s Cx, 0 . Then, by the unique-
ness of solution, we have
C t q s Cx q C t y s Cx s ¨ t s w t ; 2C s Cx , 0 .  .  .  . .
s 2w t ; CC s x , 0 s 2C t C s x .  .  . .
for all t g R.
  . 4To see that C t ; t g R is a C-cosine function on X, it remains to show
 .that C t is a bounded operator for every t g R. For arbitrary t ) 0 we0
w x .  .  .consider the linear map h : X ª C 0, t , X defined by h x s C ? x.t 0 t0 0
Then the operator h is bounded. Indeed, by the closed graph theorem itt0
suffices to show that h is closed. To this end, let x be a sequence sucht n0
 .  .  . w x .that x ª x in X and h x s w ?; Cx , 0 ª u ? in C 0, t , X asn t n n 00
n ª `. Then, from the equality
st  :Cw r ; Cx , 0 , A*x* dr ds .H H n
0 0
st 2 :s w r ; C x , 0 , A*x* dr ds .H H n
0 0
s 2dt 2 :s w r ; C x , 0 , x* dr ds .H H n2ds0 0
 2 :  2 :s w t ; C x , 0 , x* y C x , x* .n n
 :  2 :s Cw t ; Cx , 0 , x* y C x , x* , x* g D A* , 0 F t F t , .  .n n 0
it follows that as n ª `
st2 :  :  :Cu t , x* s C x , x* q Cu r , A*x* dr ds 3.3 .  .  .H H
0 0
 .  .for 0 F t F t and x* g D A* . We consider the function u ? defined byÄ0
< < < <Cu t for t F t , . 0
u t s .Ä  < < < <w t y t ; Cu t , 0 for t G t . . .0 0 0
 .  .  2 .Then we see by 3.3 that u ? is a weak solution of ACP 0; C x, 0 .Ä
Therefore, from the uniqueness of weak solution it follows that for
 .  .  2 .  .  .  . .0 F t F t , Cu t s u t s w t; C x, 0 s C t Cx s CC t x s Ch x t .Ä0 t0
 .  . .Since C is injective, we have u t s h x t . Hence h is closed. Thus ht t t0 0 0
 . w xand so C t , t g 0, t , are bounded operators. Since t ) 0 is arbitrary0 0
 .   . 4and C ? is even, consequently C t ; t g R is a C-cosine function on X.
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 .Finally we show that A is the generator of C ? . Let B be the generator
 .  .  .of C ? and let x g D B . For any x* g D A* , we have
d2
 :  :Cx , A*x* s w t ; Cx , 0 , x* N . ts02dt
d2
 :  :s C t x , x* N s CBx , x* . . ts02dt
 .  y1 .It follows that Cx g D A and ACx s CBx, so that x g D C AC s
 . y1D A and Ax s C ACx s Bx. This shows B ; A. To prove the opposite
 .inclusion, let x g D A . Using B ; A we see that for each t g R, the
t s  . t s  .  .integrals H H C r x dr ds and H H C r Ax dr ds belong to D A and0 0 0 0
st
C t x s Cx q A C r x dr ds, 3.4 .  .  .H H
0 0
st




¨ t s C r Ax dr ds y A C r x dr ds. .  .  .H H H H
0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .   . :It follows from 3.4 that ¨ ? g C R, X , ¨ 0 s 0, and drdt ¨ t , x*
 .  .  .N s 0 for x* g D A* . Now, using 3.4 , 3.5 , and CAx s ACx we seets0
2 2  . :   . :  .that d rdt ¨ t , x* s ¨ t , A*x* for x* g D A* and t g R. Thus ¨
 .is a weak solution of ACP 0; 0, 0 , and it must be the zero function, by the
 . t  . t  .assumption of uniqueness in v . Hence H S s Ax s A H S s x ds for0 0
 . y2   . .t G 0. This fact and 3.4 show that lim 2h C h x y Cx s CAx andhª 0
 .  .hence x g D B and Bx s Ax. Hence A s B is the generator of C ? .
 .  .  .i « vi . This follows from Corollary 2.3 and the facts that R C
 w x.; D A see 6, Proposition 1.2 and .
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u t ; Cx , Cy F C t x q S t y . .  .  .
 .  .  4Finally, we show vii « v . For any x g X let x be a sequence inn
 .  .D A such that x ª x. Let u ?; Cx , 0 be the unique strong solution ofn n
 .  . t s  .ACP 0; Cx , 0 , and let ¨ t s H H u r ; Cx , 0 dr ds. Then there is an n 0 0 n
 .  .  .  .continuous function u such that u t; Cx , 0 ª u t and ¨ t ª ¨ t sn n
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t s  .H H u r dr ds uniformly on compact subsets of R. Since A is closed and0 0
 .  .Au ?; Cx , 0 s u0 ?; Cx , 0 is continuous, we haven n
st
A¨ t s A u r ; Cx , 0 dr ds .  .H Hn n
0 0
st
s Au r ; Cx , 0 dr ds .H H n
0 0
s u t ; Cx , 0 y Cx , .n n
 .  .  .  .which converges to u t y Cx. It follows that ¨ t g D A and A¨ t s
 .  .  .u t y Cx s ¨ 0 t y Cx. Hence ¨ is a strong solution of ACP Cx; 0, 0 .
 .That this function ¨ is the unique strong solution of ACP Cx; 0, 0 follows
 .from the unique existence of the strong solution of ACP 0; 0, 0 . The proof
is complete.
Applying this theorem to exponentially bounded C-cosine functions, we
can prove
THEOREM 3.2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 the following state-
ments are equi¨ alent.
 .i A is the generator of an exponentially bounded C-cosine function
  . 4 5  .5 w < t <C t : t g R on X with C t F Me , t g R.
 . 1  .ii A is densely defined, and for e¨ery g g L R, X and x, y g Xl oc
 .the problem ACP Cg ; Cx, Cy has a unique weak solution. Moreo¨er, the
 .  . 5  .5  w t.weak solution w ?; Cx, 0 of ACP 0; Cx, 0 satisfies w t; Cx, 0 s O e t
.ª ` for all x g X.
 . 1  .iii A is densely defined, and for e¨ery g g L R, X and x, y g Xl oc
 .the problem ACP Cg ; Cx, Cy has a unique weak solution. Moreo¨er, the
 .  . 5  .weak solution w ?; 0, Cy of ACP 0; 0, Cy satisfies w t q s; 0, Cy y
 .5 < < w < tqs <.w s; 0, Cy F K t e for all y g X, t, s g R.
 . 1 .iv A is densely defined, and for e¨ery g g L R, X and x g X the
 .problem ACP Cg ; Cx, 0 has a unique weak solution. Moreo¨er, the weak
 .  . 5  .5  w t. .solution w ?; Cx, 0 of ACP 0; Cx, 0 satisfies w t; Cx, 0 s O e t ª `
for all x g X.
 .  .v A is densely defined, and for each x g X the problem ACP 0; Cx, 0
 w t. .has a unique weak solution of order O e t ª ` .
 .  .vi A is densely defined, and for e¨ery x, y g D A the problem
 .  .ACP 0; Cx, Cy has a unique strong solution u t; Cx, Cy satisfying
5  .5 w < t <5 5 < < 5 5.u t; Cx, Cy F Me x q t y , t g R.
 .  .vii A is densely defined, and for each x g D A the problem
 .  . 5  .5ACP 0; Cx, 0 has a unique strong solution u t; Cx, 0 satisfying u t; Cx, 0
w < t < 5 5F Me x , t g R.
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Remark. The conclusions of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 still hold if the
assumption R C s X is replaced by the weaker condition D A s X. .  .
4. APPLICATION TO PERTURBATION THEOREM
w xIn 11, Corollary 6.3 , a perturbation theorem has been established for
exponentially bounded C-cosine functions. We now deduce, as an applica-
tion of Theorem 2.5, the following extension of it to non-exponentially
bounded C-cosine functions. This perturbation theorem generalizes the
classical perturbation theorem for the ordinary cosine operator functions.
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let A be the generator of a C-cosine function C ? on X.
 .  .  .If B g B X satisfies BC s CB and R B ; R C , then A q B is the
Ä w t . 5  .5generator of a C-cosine function C ? on X. Moreo¨er, if C t F Me for
Ä wqM 5Cy1 B 5 . t5  .5some M, w ) 0 and all t G 0, then C t F Me for t G 0.
Proof. Clearly, the assumption on B implies that A q B is a closed
y1 .operator satisfying C A q B C s A q B. In order to apply Theorem
2.5, we next show that the Cauchy problem
u0 t s A q B u t q Cx , t g R; .  .  . u 0 s u9 0 s 0 .  .
has a unique strong solution for every x g X.
For arbitrarily fixed x g X and T ) 0, we define a mapping
w x . w x .U: C yT , T ; X ª C yT , T ; X by
t y1 w xUf t s C t x q S t y s C Bf s ds, t g yT , T . .  .  .  .  .H
0
w x . w xWe have that for any f , g g C yT , T ; X , n G 1, and t g yT , T
t y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Uf y Ug t F S t y s C B f y g ds F tM f y g , .  .  .H T
0
5  .5 5 y1 5 4where M [ sup S t C B ; yT F t F T . Then by induction we ob-T
5 n n 5  . .n 5 5tain U f y U g F 1rn! M T f y g . Hence U has a unique fixedT
w x .point. That is, there exists a unique function u g C yT , T ; X suchx, T
that
t y1u t s C t x q S t y s C Bu s ds for yT F t F T . .  .  .  .Hx , T x , T
0
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 .  .  .For each x g X, we define u g C R; X by u t [ u t if yT F tx x x, T
 .F T. Then u is the unique function in C R; X which satisfiesx
t y1u t s C t x q S t y s C Bu s ds .  .  .  .Hx x
0
st y1s C t x q S t y s d C Bu r dr .  .  .H H x
0 0
st y1s C t x q C t y s C Bu r dr ds, t g R . .  .  .H H x
0 0
  .. y1 y1Note that since B g B X, R C and C is closed, C B is bounded so
 . t y1  .that g t [ H C Bu s ds exists and is continuous. Then it follows from0 x
 .Theorem 2.5 with this g that ¨ s u is the unique solution of thex
integral equation
s st t
¨ t s A ¨ r dr ds q Cx q B¨ r dr ds, t g R . .  .  .H H H H
0 0 0 0
 . t s  .Hence for every x g X w t [ H H u r dr ds is the unique strongx 0 0 x
 .  .  .  .solution of the problem u0 t s A q B u t q Cx, t g R; u 0 s Cx,
 .  .  ..u9 0 s 0. Now it follows from Theorem 2.5 i m iii that A q B
Ä .generates a C-cosine function C ? which satisfies
t y1Ä ÄC t x s C t x q S t y s C BC s x ds, x g X , t g R . .  .  .  .H
0
5  .5 w tIf C t F Me for all t G 0, then
M tw t y1 w tys.Ä Ä5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5C t x F Me x q C B e C s x ds, .  .Hw 0
and so
M tyw t y1 yw sÄ Ä5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5e C t x F M x q C B e C s x ds .  .Hw 0
for x g X and t G 0. Using the Gronwall inequality we obtain
yw t Ä y15  . 5 5 5  .5 5 .e C t x F M x exp Mrw C B t for x g X and t G 0. Therefore
Ä y15  . 5 w  .5 5. xC t x F M exp w q Mrw C B t for t G 0. The proof is complete.
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